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Searching for the perfect home is always a very personal journey for the buyer. Whether the client is a family of four, a single
professional, or a retired couple, prospective home owners search for the setting that will serve as the perfect backdrop for
their most important memories.

Many of these same home buyers prefer new home constructionnew home construction because there are not any remnants, positive or negative,
from previous owners. Even though these new builds do not possess lengthy histories, buyers still expect a firsthand
perspective of the home's past, which in the case of new construction includes the building stages. In addition to highlighting
these most foundational practices though, sellers must help the buyer visualize the future of the house as well.

This effective visualization is best supported through the use of skilled photography. In fact, over 80% of home buyers80% of home buyers
conclude that photography is one of the most important advertising techniques offered by sellers. Images, working as natural
storytellers, are readily able to narrate the past and future of a home.

Photography Narrates the Build

Homeowners want to feel a definite connection to their home. This relationship begins as the foundation springs from the
previously barren ground. Unfortunately, home owners are rarely involved during these early stages. Professional photos that
illustrate a barren lot, followed by the subsequent steps that include a solid foundation, framing, plumbing and electric
systems, dry wall, etc. provide visual evidence as to the quality of the home itself. While common practice is to take photos of
the finished product only, those visuals are only telling one piece of the story. Builders and sellers who have professional
photos taken of the building process itself demonstrate the confidence in their craft that will ensure buyers of the quality they
are receiving. Plus, buyers will feel as though they have participated in the creation itself. 
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Photography Foreshadows the Future of a Home

Along with a home's past, buyers must be able to picture themselves living in the home. One of the best ways to make themake the
home irresistiblehome irresistible to buyers is to properly stage it so that potential buyers will be able to envision themselves living inside
those walls. For instance, photography of a child's whimsically decorated bedroom will more than encourage parents to visit
that home and even to make an offer. Staging demonstrates how a family might choose to live in the home, and photography
of that staging will certainly pique the target audiences' interests.

The old adage concludes that "a picture is worth a thousand words." When marketing new construction, a picture is far more
eloquent than any written text, especially when it purposefully narrates the story of a home's creation and its possibilities.
Please contact uscontact us today to discover how Grey Street Studious Architectural Photography's storytelling can invigorate your
new construction sales.
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